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THE PUBLISHING AND REVIEWING PROCESS
- for authors July 2015

Following the annual EUPRERA Congress there are two publishing opportunities for authors who
have successfully submitted and presented papers at the Congress. Authors must indicate when they
make their final submission of the paper whether they would like their paper considered for
publication and where. They will also be asked to indicate if they DO NOT wish their contribution to
be considered. The two publishing opportunities to select from are:
1. Affiliated Congress journal, the Journal of Communication Management (JCOM)
2. Congress Book (The Book)
see below
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The Journal
The process for receiving and submitting papers for consideration in the journal are as follows:

Congress
+ 3 weeks

•Within two weeks of the congress all authors will be contacted by the HSC
if their paper is being considered

• Authors must reply immediately if they no longer wish to be considered
for the journal or if they just want to be considered for the congress book.

+ 4 weeks

+ 7 weeks

•Authors who wish to proceed from date of notification from HSC have four
weeks (maximum) to submit the article to the journal. It is critical that the
journal submission guidelines be followed.
•If after six weeks an author has not submitted the journal will not accept
the submission for any special edition from the conference.

8 weeks +

•Authors will then be in the cycle of the journal for the normal blind review
process, feedback and eventual publication if accepted. There is no
guarantee that papers will be accepted for eventual publication.
•If papers are rejected through the review process they will NOT be
considered for the congress book.
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The Congress Book
The Congress papers to be considered for the book will be collected and reviewed by the editorial
committee (the President, Chair of Scientific Committee and that year’s Congress Organiser). The
process for the book will be as follows:

Congress
+ 4 weeks

•The book's editorial panel will shortlist the papers for consideration from the congress
review process (double blind review). Up to 20 papers with a maximum of 20 pages
including references and tables/figures each will be considered for the congress book,
mainly those who are aligned to the overall congress topic. Papers based on invited
keynotes might also be considered.

+ 5 weeks

•All authors will receive a notification by the HSC that their paper is being considered for the
book and they will be informed about the overall process and schedule.They will also
receive an authors' package with a word template, instructions for references, sample
chapters from a previous book etc.
•They will be asked to reply immediately if they wish to be included or not.

+ 7 weeks

•The book editors will agree on final papers for consideration and develop a structure for the
book based on paper themes.
•Each paper will form a chapter; an introduction and the author's bios will be added.
•The editors in charge will provide a feedback to each author requesting or suggesting any
changes (structure, content) for the chapters to be submitted.

•Final manuscript/papers submitted to the editorial board.

+ 12 weeks
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